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QUESTION: 239
 
Which Check Point QoS feature marks the ToS byte in the IP header?
 

A. Weighted Fair Queuing 
B. Low Latency Queuing 
C. Guarantees 
D. Differentiated Services 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 240 
You have two IP Appliances: one IP565 and one IP395. Both appliances have IPSO 6.2 and R70 
installed in a distributed deployment. Can they be members of a Gateway Cluster? 

A. No, because the appliances must be of the same model (both should be IP565 or IP395). 
B. Yes, as long as they have the same IPSO and Check Point versions. 
C. No, because the Security Gateways must be installed in a stand-alone installation. 
D. No, because IP does not have a cluster option. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 241 
When configuring a Web Application for SSL VPN remote access, you have given the following 
definition  for  the  application  along  with  its  protection  level.  

A. www.dmz.example.com 
B. dmz .example.com/extranet 
C. www.example.com/intranet 
D. hr.dmz.example.com/intranet 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 242 
You need to verify the effectiveness of your IPS configuration for your Web server farm. You 
have a colleague run penetration tests to confirm that the Web servers are secure against traffic 
hijacks. Of the following, which would be the best configuration to protect from a traffic hijack 
attempt? 

A. Create resource objects for the Web farm servers and configure rules for the Web farm. 78
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B. Enable the Web intelligence > SQL injection setting. 
C. Configure TCP defenses such as Small PMTU size. 
D. Activate the Cross-Site Scripting property. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 243
 
URL Filtering Policy can make exceptions for specific sites by being enforced...
 

A. for all traffic, except blocked sites 
B. for all traffic, There are no exceptions 
C. for all traffic, except on specific sources and destinations, 
D. only for specific sources and destinations. 

Answer: C 
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